The basic question underlying this work is whether among the different grammar forms yielding the same family of languages, there are some which are more efficient than others. The results of this paper show that, if length of derivation is the only criterion, there is no difference among grammar forms. As will be seen, the cost of the speedup is a large increase in the size (e.g., number of productions) of the grammars used. It remains to study the resulting trade-offs.
The notion of derivation complexity was originally defined by Gladkii [6] and has been extensively studied by Book 1] for arbitrary phrase-structure grammars. Some of the results in [1] have a speedup flavor similar to ours, but the grammars in [1] accomplishing the speedup have structure very different from those of the original grammars. By carrying out our constructions within the framework of grammar forms, we preserve structure while speeding up derivations.
The paper is divided into three sections and an Appendix. Section 1 reviews grammar form concepts, defines the derivation complexity function, and determines a lower bound for it. Section 2 is concerned with proving Proposition 2.4, a special case of the main theorem. The main result itself, Theorem The reader is referred to [2] for motivation and further details about grammar forms.
.Throughout, V and are assumed to be fixed infinite sets satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) above. All context-free grammar forms considered here are with respect to this V and Z. Also, the adjective "context-free" is usually omitted from the expression "context-free grammar form."
The purpose of a grammar form is to specify a family f grammars, each "structurally close" to the form grammar. This is accomplished by the notion of:
DEFINITION. An interpretation of a grammar form F (V, 5;, F, if', , tr) is a 
, and G' has a bF-step derivation for all x in L(G) L(G'). Thus G' satisfies the conclusion of the lemma.
Remark. An alternative formulation of Lemma 2.1 is the following" Let F be a nonvacuous form and n a positive integer. Suppose there exists a positive integer r such that (x) _-< Ix I/n for all x in L (G) having Ix >-r. Then there exists a grammar G' in C(F) so that L(G') L(G) and ,(x) -<max {b, Ixl/n} for all x in L(G'). We are now ready for the main result of the section. PROPOSITION Let L ={Xl,'", Xk} be any finite set and let n be an arbitrary positive integer. If k=0 there is nothing to prove. Suppose k->l. Let G ({S} t_J El, El, P, S) be the grammar where Z1 is the set of all symbols appearing in any of the xi, 1 <-<-_ k, and P {S-xill _-< -<_ k}. Obviously G is in (F'), L(G) L, and (x) 1 _-<max {bF,, Ixl/n} for all x in L. Thus F' is minimal.
(b) Since (F) is the class of all regular sets, L(GF) is an infinite set by Theorem 2.1 of [2] . By [9] 
[For one can construct an interpretation (/x, G') of F for which S' S is in tz(tr XlX2), A -wB is in/z(/3 -x3{x4) for every production A -wB, A and B variables, in P2, and A w is in/z(/3 xs) for every production A w, w in El*, in P2.] Consider any word x in L. Obviously there exists a derivation in G' of x so that except, perhaps, for the first and last productions, each production deposits at least n + 1 terminals. Thus ,(x) _-< 2 + Ixl/(n / 1). For x sufficiently large, 2 / Ixl/(n / 1)< Ixl/n. Hence, o,(x)-< Ixl/n for all large x. By Lemma or L(GF) {e}. Thus (F) {} or (F) {, {e }}. In the former case, let F' be a form with no productions, and in the latter let F' be a grammar form with the single production tr -e. Clearly F and F' are both minimal, and F' satisfies the conclusion of the lemma.
Suppose that F is not vacuous. For the remainder of this proof, we assume the reader is familiar with the contents of 3 of [2] . We follow the transformation procedure given there, noting that each step of the procedure cannot change a nonminimal grammar form into a minimal one. There are five parts to consider.
(a) By the proof of Lemma 3.1 of [2] [7] , [8] . The reader will note that the cost of the speedup using our construction is a large increase in the size of the grammar: if S(n) is the size of the grammar constructed to accomplish speedup of a language by constant n, then S(n) can be roughly equal to S(1)kn, where k is a constant depending on the form and language. It remains to study comparative efficiency of forms with respect to size measures, and to examine trade-offs between the two types of measures.
Appendix. We now establish Lemma 2.5. Suppose there are at least 1/7 leaf nodes m with the property that (A.1) for some leaf m' m, m and m' are daughters of the same father. Then there are at least 1/14 pairs of distinct leaf nodes, the two nodes in each pair having a common father. Thus there are at least l 14 such fathers, and since T has at least two internal nodes, //'28 fathers of such fathers. Each such father of a father is an internal node with at least one daughter an internal node. By (a) of the hypothesis, the sum of the weights below each such father of a father is at least k.
Thus Em aleaf to(m) > k(U28).
Suppose there are e <//7 leaf nodes m satisfying (A. 1). Call an internal node both of whose daughters are internal nodes a branch node. Let be the number of internal nodes and b the number of branch nodes. Since T is a binary tree, it is readily seen that Also observe that each component is one of the following two types: (A.2) For some r --> 1, the nodes are {hi, mill <=i -< r} U {re'r}, where for each i, 1 <-r, mi is a daughter of hi, and for each i, 1 <-<-r 1, ni+l is a daughter of n.
Also, mr' is a daughter of n. In addition, n 1, n are internal nodes of T but not branch nodes, and each mi, m' is a leaf node of T.
(A.3) For some r>=l, the nodes are {ni, mil l <-<= r}, where for each i, 1 =<.i r, m is a daughter of n and for each i, 1 -<i -<r-1, n+a is a daughter of hi.
In addition, n 1, ", n are internal nodes of T but not branch nodes, and each m is a leaf node of T.
Define a 6-chain as a 6-tuple (n 1,""", n6) in which each n is an internal, nonbranch node of T, and nj is a daughter of nj_ for all j-> 2. All 6 nodes of a 6-chain are in some common component since no n is a branch node. For each i, pairwise disjoint 6-chains (i.e., 6-chains having no elements in common). Since every internal node not a branch node has a daughter which is a leaf, it follows from (b) of the hypothesis that the sum of the weights of the leaf nodes which are daughters of nodes in a given 6-chain is at least k. Since there are at least//28 disjoint 6-chains, the sum of the weights of the leaf nodes in T is at least kl/28, completing the proof of Lemma 2.5.
